Gelatin, halal or haram?
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Abstract

Gelatin is a solid and transparent material that has wide application in various industries, especially for the production of food and pharmaceutical. This material is mainly made from meat, skin and bones of pigs and cows around the world. The industrial process of gelatin production is a long and costly process. Also; these sources of gelatin production are prohibited in many religions and cultures in the world and they have a lot of health hazards. Therefore, this study was aimed at reviewing the alternative sources of gelatin production and the advantages and benefits of each of them. Relevant articles were searched from Google Scholar, PubMed, Scopus, Science direct, and Cochrane library. According to the results of this article, gelatin with a source of animal can have many harmful effects on human health. While it is possible to produce good and useful gelatin using plant sources. Almighty Allah has always recommended humans to consume halal foods while avoiding haram foods. Extensive research is required from the Islamic world to replace haram products with halal and Islamic products. Nowadays, from materials such as agar, pectin, carrageenan and konjac that are mentioned above, and as well as other materials, very good gelatins are prepared. And further researches are needed to find the rich sources of good gelatins or to find plants that have appropriate gelatin.

Introduction

Gelatin is a solid, transparent or semi-transparent substance, colorless, in (when it is dry) and more or less tasteless that comes mainly from collagen in the skin, flesh and bones of animals [1]. It is commonly used as a jelly agent in the food, pharmaceutical, photographic and cosmetic industries. Gelatin is mainly an unmodified hydrolyzed form of collagen in which the collagen protein is converted to smaller peptides and has a wide molecular weight range in relation to physical and chemical methods of denaturation based on what kind of hydrolysis process is used in gelatin production [2, 3]. Gelatin is used to make some sticky candy and products such as jelly, marshmallow, some low-fat yogurt, and also in the production of jelly fun, gelatinous desserts, some types of ice cream and making dipping sauce. Gelatin is used as a clearing agent in many beverages, volatile plasma, and stabilizer in many vaccines and in many other products. Gelatin is available in forms of sheet, granule or mainly powder [4-7]. Gelatin is a mixture of peptides and proteins that are made of collagen hydrolysis made from
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the body, 9 are in gelatin [14, 15]. Gelatin is also used in industries such as adhesives, military industries, banknote paper making, moisture absorption, and so on. Gelatin-based adhesives are used to attach two organic pieces, such as fruits and vegetables. Also in the textile industry, gelatin is used as a material for shining, coating, cotton, leather, silk and wool fulfillment. In paper industry, gelatin is used to produce carbon paper and in the photographic industry to produce photo paper (black and white), as well as film production (35 mm films, APS, movie production, radio lagging, etc.) [16-19].

The use of gelatin prepared from some animal sources in some religions and cultures is prohibited. For example, eating gelatin prepared from a swine source is forbidden in the religion of Islam and Jews. The people of Rome have a lot of caution in taking gelatin because eating gelatin with a horse source in their culture is forbidden. In addition, many people around the world are vegetarians (Vegans) like many Hindus that do not use gelatin with an animal source, even non-vegetarian Hindus do not use cow gelatin because they regard the cow as sacred [20-22]. So far, alternatives to animal gelatin such as agar, carrageenan, pectin, Konjac, etc. have been identified. The biggest problem with these gelatins that has not been able to replace them with animal gelatin has been the lack of cost-effective and unavailable sources of them [23].

The use of pork in Islam and some other religions and cultures as a source of food is prohibited. Allah has forbidden in the Qur'an explicitly eating pork, for example, in verse 173, Surah Baqara says: )) He has only forbidden to you dead animals, blood, the flesh of swine, and that which has been dedicated to other than Allah. But whoever is forced [by necessity], neither desiring [it] nor transgressing [its limit], there is no sin upon him. Indeed, Allah is Forgiving and Merciful!). The carcass is any animal that itself is dead and in this verse, blood and pork are forbidden that the purpose of word meat was the pig's own animal because the meat forms most of the body. Any slaughter for non-God (for example, for idols) is forbidden. It is also understood from this verse that in the event of a state of emergency these prohibitions can also be permitted if the person is really in an emergency and does not exceed his limits and only consumes as much as it needs. And another important point in this verse is that it is expressed at the end of the verse: ((…Allah is Forgiving and Merciful)) this means that this permission to use these prohibitions in a state of emergency is in fact a forgiveness of God and it does not mean denying the sanctity of the forbidden items contained in the verse (Interpretation of Qareati). So far, there have been many harms in the use of pork Including dysentery, infectious jaundice, a red wind like disease that appears in human beings in the form of red and painful spots with intense burning on the hands, atherosclerosis, joint pain and poisoning that is due to the high amount of fat and uric acid found in pork and the occurrence of a variety of parasitic agents, including Entamoeba histolytic [24-29]. There are even some disease that occurs just because of eating pork including a pig tapeworm found in the muscles and the brain of the pig and lead to suffer from gastrointestinal problems [30]. Because of pigs high economic cost and the high level of its breeding, the world's largest source of gelatin production is the pig and in most countries, people do not know at all what the source of gelatin or even the medicine (containing pork gelatin) they use is and swine gelatin is easily exported everywhere in a variety of ways and are used without consumer notice [31].

This research is a review and library study focusing on interpreting texts and internet searches performed by entering the keywords in the google scholar, PubMed, Magiran and science direct databases. The purpose of this study is to provide a variety of sources of gelatin production and examine them. We want to introduce vegetable and halal (meaning permitted in Islam) gelatin.

**Background research**

In 2013, Mariod et al. conducted a review of various types of gelatin and their sources for the presentation of various gelatins it was stated in this study that gelatins can be prepared from alternative sources such as fish except for pig and cattle [32]. Petrov et al., In a survey in 2015 to find out the properties of several types of gelatin for the manufacture of pharmaceutical capsules, concluded that the capsules prepared with collagen-derived gelatin had the highest concentrations (and only glycerol with water was added) while the lowest concentration was related to gelatin prepared from carrageenan [33]. In the 2013 Elzoghby review of the properties of gelatin as a carrier, especially for the production of carrier nanoparticles, gelatin was introduced as an important carrier of the drug as well as a substance used in gene therapy [34]. Bonilla et al. in 2016 examined a combination of gelatin and polysaccharide chitosan with several herbal extracts for their properties as food preservatives and showed that these compounds have antioxidant, antimicrobial and good preservative properties for all kinds of food [35]. In 2016, Al-Hassan determined the best properties of gelatin prepared from Greasy grouper fish in a study of gelatins derived from several types of fish as halal replacements for prohibited gelatins and even replacing bovine gelatin. Also, all gelatins of fish origin, prepared in this study showed better properties than bovine gelatin [36].

**Methodology**

Relevant articles were searched from Google Scholar, Pub Med, Scopus, Science direct, and Cochrane library. In the first search we obtain 406 articles, 183 articles were excluded in first screening for duplication and inappropriation of their content (this step was done by study on abstracts). Finally, 55 articles were included that matched with our subject.

**Animal gelatins**

Animal gelatins are derived from animal sources, especially pigs, cattle, and animals such as fish and poultry but due to more economic efficiency, they are mainly made from pigs or cows. However, the process of preparing gelatin from animal sources is a long and costly process because the meat, skin, and bone of the animal must first be prepared, and then crushed into small pieces and subsequently extracted for several weeks by different processes with a large amount of different chemicals [37-39].The mentioned operations are considered to be major disadvantages of animal gelatin in terms of industry because it takes a lot of time and money to prepare animal gelatin. Other great disadvantage of animal gelatin that, despite the vast efforts of companies and factories in the west to keep it secret is the entrance of pathogenic and harmful agents from animal meat and body to gelatin and the harmful effects of these gelatins with haram sources on the human body, that in recent years it is becoming clear [40,41].
Any researcher with a few minutes in academic and non-academic sources can easily find out that there are limited studies of swine gelatin and the number of articles on this subject is negligible while there are many articles even about the harms of fish gelatin.

Swine gelatin

Swine gelatin is extracted from the skin, flesh, bone and connective tissues of the pig’s body. The only advantage of pig’s gelatin is cost-effectiveness and the availability of its source and very high breeding [42]. If a suitable herbal or chemical source is discovered or invented for the production of gelatin, this advantage either disappears or becomes dimmed.

As it mentioned above, Allah prohibited eating pork in verse 173 of Surah Baqara, Allah also says in verse 115 of surah Nuh: ((He has only forbidden to you dead animals, blood, the flesh of swine, and that which has been dedicated to other than Allah. But whoever is forced [by necessity], neither desiring [it] nor transgressing [its limit] - then indeed, Allah is Forgiving and Merciful)) also says in verse 145 of Surah Anam: ((Say, “I do not find within that which was revealed to me [anything] forbidden to one who would eat it unless it be a dead animal or blood spilled out or the flesh of swine - for indeed, it is impure - or it be [that slaughtered in] disobedience, dedicated to other than Allah. But whoever is forced [by necessity], neither desiring [it] nor transgressing [its limit], then indeed, your Lord is Forgiving and Merciful.”)). Allah has mentioned four times straight to the prohibition of eating pork, which shows the great importance of this issue.

In the verse 114 of nahl surah says: ((Then eat of what Allah has provided for you [which is] lawful and good. And be grateful for the favor of Allah, if it is [indeed] Him that you worship)). As a result, Islam allows eating things that is both clean and halal; the comprehensive religion has also comprehensive orders. Both purity of appearance and intrinsic and legal purity (halal) is considered a condition of consumption (Interpretation of Qareati). Pure foods, unlike unpure foods, are foods that, while being halal, have good physical, psychological and spiritual effects. There are many quotes about eating pork. Imam Reza says to

Prohibit eating pork: ((God forbade eating the pig because it’s a scary and ugly animal that God created him for the advice and learn [It means to realize that God is capable of anything and thanks God for the beauty of human face] and be afraid of lust and indifference that cause that God of Excellency has taken beautiful human face from them and make them like pigs [As he did with a population of predecessors in the world and others in the world of limbo and resurrection will be like pigs] and put the pig in the world of mankind to be a reason for its occurance in before and other cause of pigs eating prohibition is that the pigs food is the most filthy and dirty trash with many corruptions and harms in its blood)) (Horol ameli book, volume 16 page 378).

Also from a scientific point of view, pork has many pathogens and harms which can create many dangers for humans. Pigs are even an indifferent symbol for Europeans who eat it and considered as a dirty animal. The pigs are extremely indifferent and chaotic in sex, and in addition to the effect of food in morals that scientifically proved, the impact of this food is evident in sex carelessness. The animal has exposing its pair to other male pigs and it even delights in doing so. These traits have affected its meat and so the people who feed on it get the same traits and morality [43-47]. Pigs do not have any interdiction to eat very dirty and contaminated things and even their stools, that's why the stomach is the place of variety kinds of germs that also spreads to its meat, blood and milk, therefore, many of these contaminants are also enter into swine products [48]. Because of the pig’s lifestyle, feeding and its biological structure, the amount of antibodies produced by the body of this animal is greater than the rest also; the amount of growth hormones produced in the body is greater than the body of other animals and humans. This high level of antibody and growth hormone naturally enters the muscle tissue of the pig; in addition, pork has a very high level of cholesterol, other lipids, and uric acid which are very harmful to humans [49-51]. The problem with the use of this meat and its products in countries like the United States and Germany is now known. Important pathogens including viruses, bacteria and parasites are transferable to humans through pigs, these include:

Various studies show a strong relationship between pork consumption and gastric, prostate, breast, uterine, liver, and gallbladder cancer and other cancers [52-59]. Pork is also associated with the high levels of various fats and uric acid associated with many other diseases, including atherosclerosis, gout, and so on [60]. Swine and even cow gelatin because of certain IgE within them can cause very dangerous reactions, such as cross-reactions and allergies, especially in sensitive individuals. Several allergic reactions including anaphylaxis due to the administration of intravenous injection of swine gelatin based plasma substitutes has been reported so far [61]. Allergic reactions have been identified after using varicella and MMR vaccines actually is due to the exigent that made of swine gelatin [62]. Even systemic allergic reactions due to the use of substances containing such gelatins have seen, either as food or as medical products (such as suppositories). The expressed reactions are due to the specific IgE present in these gelatins. While Americans and Finns have reported that only about 27% and 14-28% respectively, of the systemic responses of children after vaccination with measles, mumps and rubella vaccines is due to swine gelatin specific IgE. Japanese researchers have shown that in 86% of the immediate-type hypersensitivity reactions in children vaccinated with vaccines containing these gelatins (measles, rubella, mumps, or chicken pox), swine gelatin specific IgE can be detected in their blood [63].

In addition, type I hypersensitivity reactions reported because of the swine specific IgE which even occurs at very low levels of this IgE. In this study it is mentioned that it is be better to consider the complications of swine and bovine gelatin than fish gelatin [64].

Other research suggests allergic reactions to this type of gelatin due to galactose-α-1, 3-galactose (α-Gal) that is in swine gelatin [35].

Bovine gelatin

Cow gelatin is also prepared just like swine gelatin, which has many of its properties and disadvantages. Bovine gelatin like swine gelatin has been used extensively and its source (meat and animal body) is why it still has a lot of mentioned risks especially if it slaughtered by non-Islamic way. Several researches suggest allergic reactions to bovine gelatin due to the presence of bovine gelatin specific IgE and α-Gal [66]. Another very important problem is that Bovine Madness Agent (BSE) is easily
transmitted from the cow body into its gelatin because this is a very persistent prion and in the case of gelatin made from meat and even more difficult conditions it can still be transmitted to gelatin [67].

Fish gelatin

Fish gelatin is made from fish skin and bone with the aim of replacing prohibited or haram gelatin [68]. This type of gelatin also has its own limitations and complications including the fact that the source of it, that is, fish has not always been available everywhere, fish is also a valuable and expensive food, and it is not very economical to turn into gelatin [69]. Fish gelatin can also contain gelatin specific IgE and cause various allergies but it is much less than swine and bovine gelatin [70].

Vegetable and Seaweed Source Gelatins

Although in general, the word gelatin is referred to as a collagen-based jelly preparation made from animal tissues, but today, gelatin-like materials are prepared from vegetable sources with different formulations. They have very good properties; they are often very useful and not allergenic because almost all of them are made of safe and non-allergenic polysaccharides and the most important point is that herbal sources are halal. If a suitable herbal source for the production of gelatin is discovered, herbal gelatinous products can be substituted for animal gelatins particularly harmful and haram swine gelatin. Various researches on plant gelatins have proven their proper properties for the production of drugs [71-74].

Agar

Agar is a jelly material like herbal gelatins. The agar is made mostly of polysaccharide agarose, which is a supportive material in the cell wall of some seaweed and released by boiling [75]. These algae are known as agarophyte and they belong to the red algae race. The gelatin agar in fact is made up of two materials: the first linear polysaccharide agarose and the second heterogeneous mixture of smaller molecules called agarpectin [76]. Agar has been used extensively for microbiological testing and culture media preparation it can be used as a laxative and also as an appetizing agent in the food industry and due to the high binding power it has with proteins, it is used in dairy and meat products. Agar contains some minerals and vitamins, including calcium, iron, zinc, potassium, magnesium, folate and high levels of fiber. It can also be useful for weight loss in obese people [78].

In general, agar is considered as a healthy and beneficial gelatin that so far, no allergic reactions or adverse effects have been reported, but because of its laxative property is not suitable for people with diarrhea. Despite its high benefits, due to the lack of resources, it is less economically efficient.

Pectin

Pectin is a structural heteropolysaccharide found in the primary cell wall of terrestrial plants. Pectin is commercially available in the form of a white to brown powder and mainly extracted from citrus [79]. Pectin has all the applications of animal gelatin in addition, it is considered as a fiber source. Chemically, pectin is rich in galacturonic acid and its maximum amount is in premature fruit [80]. Pectin is in fruits such as pears, apples, peaches, plums, oranges and other citrus fruits, while there are a small amount of pectin in soft fruits like cherries, grapes and strawberries. About 30% of orange peel is composed of pectin, while the edible portion of the orange has a range of 0.5 to 3.5% pectin. And a soft fruit like cherry have about 0.4% pectin [81]. Most of the production of pectin is from orange peel and apple scum that both of which are side products in the production of juice. The pectin production process is much faster and easier than animal gelatin [82]. Pectin has a high positive effect on the intestines and excretion in human, it also has the ability to dispose of heavy metals from body. Pectin has good properties for drug production and now it is used to produce some medications such as pastille pills. The use of pectin by the World Health Organization and the American Food and Drug Administration is known safe [83].

Konjac

It is a plant from family Araceae and in Japan, China, Korea and Myanmar is cultivated a comestible plant. This plant also has a jelly agent called konjac gelatin and used as an alternative gelatin for vegetarians. About 40% of konjac gelatin is made from glucomannan [84]. This gelatin alone has many healing properties, including detoxification, tumor suppression, blood stasis alleviation, and smooth the phlegm [85]. The gelatin made from the konjac is free from calories and has high fiber content instead and that’s why it’s suitable for people with diabetes, obese people, diabetics and many other people. Nourishing konjac gelatin increases the production of butyric acid from normal intestinal flora and improves gut movements [86]. One of the problems with this gelatin is its edible size because the jelly is not digested in the human body and if children eat a large piece of it, there is a risk of choking. Konjac gelatin oral intake results in less IgE production and reduces the risk of dermatitis [87].

Carrageenan

Carrageenan is a family of linear sulfate polysaccharides made from edible red algae. Carrageenan is a very suitable gelatinizing agent in the food industry and due to the high binding power it has with proteins, it is used in dairy and meat products. It is not used due to health hazards and concerns in pediatric products and pharmaceuticals [88].

Conclusion

Almighty Allah has always recommended humans to consume halal foods while avoiding haram foods. The Prophet of Allah says: “Avoid treating by haram.. He also says: “God has sent down pain and healing and sent healing for any pain, so treat yourself, but do not heal with haram.” Imam Sadiq also states: “There is no healing in any haram. As it is seen, God has prevented people from being treated with haram what reaches other uses. Therefore, extensive research is required from the Islamic world to replace haram products with halal and Islamic products and our aim in this study was a comprehensive review of various types of sources, products and characteristics of different gelatins that in the near future, it will result in the production of halal gelatins with industrial and production advantages. Nowadays, from materials such as agar, pectin, carrageenan and konjac that are mentioned above, and as well as other materials, very good gelatins are prepared. And further researches are needed to find the rich sources of good gelatins or to find plants that have ap-
propriate gelatin.

Along searching for valuable plants such as figs, grapes, olives, cedrus and ocimum basilicum, there were not found any articles or studies on the extraction or preparation of gelatin in various Internet sources, while for example; ocimum basilicum has a high jelly agent which, if wet, secretes it out. During searches about pomegranate it was found that its skin is a good source for extracting pectin [57].
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